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David Ellison and Steve Talley lead 'Parfection' 

Pair Lines up for Golf Movie 

San Diego, California. David Ellison and Steve Talley pair up as leads on golf comedy. 
The two have signed to star in the feature "Parfection – The Golf Movie” by Angelic 
Pictures. 
 
Ellison plays Tyler a struggling college senior that disappoints his father by dropping his 
studies to run his own golf apparel business. His hopes rest on his best friend Eric, 
played by Talley, an exceptionally gifted golfer who wastes his talent hustling money to 
spend on beer, girls & partys. Losing an extreme bet they must play the golf game of 
their lives to save their future, regain their dignity, win back the girls of their dreams, and 
become the men they were meant to be all along. 
 
Drew Rosenberg is directing the project penned by Mike Terrell that begins filming in 
August in San Diego. Steve Nickell & Bruce Pobjoy are producing. 
 
Ellison, known for his roll in “Flyboys”, currently stars in the indie film “Little Fish, Strange 
Pond” and the television project “Blank Slate”. He is repped by International Creative 
Management.  
 
Talley best known for his reoccuring roles of Dwight Stifler in the Americian Pie 
offshoots, “Beta House” and “Naked Mile”, is featured in upcoming films “Van Wilder 3,” 
“Jelly” and “One Way to Valhalla”. He is repped by the Gersh Agency.  
 
About Angelic Pictures 
“Parfection – The Golf Movie” is the first title in a series of Style & Attitude films to be 
produced by Angelic Pictures. Angelic Pictures, Inc. is a full service Motion Picture 
Production Company based in San Diego, California. Founded in 1997, Angelic Pictures 
has specialized in bringing projects to fruition from the development phase to final 
delivery. Angelic Pictures seeks to produce quality feature films that balance creativity 
with business efficiency. Angelic is in the film business, and the realities of financing, 
marketing and investor return are our top priorities. Angelic Pictures brings quality and 
accountability to all our projects and partners. Angelic welcomes dialogue with 
companies interested in product representation in future projects.  
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